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In the city of Zombiville, five monsters emerge from five abandoned houses. In the ruins of this stricken city, they fight, feed, and even get infected by a mysterious virus while working together to escape the city limits. Curvatron was designed to take advantage of the new style of play that emerged in the wake of the Xbox Live Arcade revolution.
It was developed with a concern for the artistic expression of the gamer that was somewhat absent in other games of this genre, and offers players a unique audio experience for their enjoyment. Key Features Multiplayer. Two players can play cooperatively and compete against each other. Freedom of movement. Many actions in the game are
performed by continuous movement, allowing gamers to express themselves in new ways in a game genre that was once dominated by fixed movement. Autonomy. The player is free to select their own menu layouts and the relative position and orientation of menus and graphics. The use of art. the game world is filled with many various assets,
such as landscapes, houses and bridges. Players can freely enjoy the scenery as they travel through them. Play with your friends. Curvatron supports online game play on Xbox Live, with both voice and text chat function. Up to eight players can play together at once. Reviews: "For those familiar with the concept of a roguelike, Curvatron will
provide the kind of feeling you get when you have a bag of cherry cough drops and someone hands you one." -- H1Z1 News "The puzzles...are mixed with simple and complex enough to keep your interest, but not so simple that the game is easy. Another great aspect is the support for cooperative play, allowing up to two players to fight and beat
the weird evil baby monsters." -- Game Revolution "Curvatron plays just like you might expect. Each player takes on a monster in solo mode or cooperatively, the pair cooperating to solve puzzles, battle each other, and destroy the monster's health. Players use a health bar and inventory system for carrying items and gear. It’s a free-roaming
adventure game filled with various hazards, but things can get very difficult and very sticky when playing cooperatively." -- Just Adventure "Curvatron is an interesting little game that is better played in two player cooperatively or one player against the game." -- The Ouplet "Do you have nightmares of being trapped in the walls of what was once
your house? Do you dream of getting a

Curvatron Soundtrack Features Key:
$9.99 upfront and $1.00 net of each sale
Play Online for Free with friends in the Instant Arcade
Expand for iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch
7 levels of gameplay with over 40 stages to master
Nominated for Game of the Year 2011 by Appgamer (Official Selection) and Top 100 Games of 2011 by Droidgamer (Official Selection)
The developers promise to make Curvatron regularly available

Where can I get Curvatron from?

You can get the game from the iTunes store at the cost of $9.99 / £7.99 or from Google Play for their Google Play Store for $4.99 from the App Store.

How do I play?

Not really the best class

We have spent 6 years cramming physics into the director. And it shows in the fun and physics.

Unexpectedly tough, Curvatron requires a bit of reflexes before you even get started. Don't be fooled by the button press gameplay - YOU ARE A MUSCLE. It's the best a muscle can possibly be. The longer you hold a button, the longer a segment lasts. 

Fine control

The difficulty curve is subtle, which makes the hardcore editions a bit tough to get the most out of. Reasonably fine precision too - a finger's movement will start a large segment. You are required to use the swipe to highlight a particular highlight segment.

Enjoy the music

The music is written, produced and performed by the film's OST composer - Robyn Miller.

Why is there a'music' section at the bottom?

When the game is over, the score 'plays' - as any score will, right? Well, most movies, as the Curvatron team weren't gonna stop their hard work there... 

How can I contact the developers?
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